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“Same Resource – Different World”
Brisbane, Queensland
11-14 September 2018

The Conference Technical Committee invites authors to submit abstracts (maximum 500 words) on
any aspect of coal preparation and utilisation to:
Attention: The Editor
confedit@acps.com.au
The number of papers will be limited and selected on merit and for the balance of the program.
Papers will only be considered on the basis that at least one author will be attending the conference
to present the paper. Abstracts must be received by 29th September, 2017. If you have not received
confirmation of receipt of your abstract within one week of submission, please re-send your abstract,
attaching a copy of your original outgoing email.
In keeping with the times, a key focus for the conference will be achieving better returns from existing
operations (“sweating the assets”), and achieving high returns from relatively low cost upgrades or
initiatives (“getting more for less”). As well it is recognised that the coal market is very volatile and so it
is challenging to obtain capital for coal projects. The coal preparation plant is often the key ingredient
in maximising returns from a coal project by optimising the utilisation of a resource with respect to a
range of coal markets. Thus there will be an emphasis on papers in these areas. More generally,
papers are called for in the areas of:
Safety in Operations & Design
Coal resource definition and utilisation
New Plants
Upgrades
Control / Instrumentation
Coarse and Small Coal Processing

Fine Coal Processing
Coal Quality and Simulation
Asset Utilisation and Management
Materials Handling
New Technology / Equipment
Dewatering, Tailings Handling and Recovery

Papers from operating plants, discussing plant issues, are especially encouraged. Two (2) classes of
submission exist; full paper and MINESITE paper. For MINESITE papers no formal paper is required
to be submitted, although full paper submission is encouraged. MINESITE papers will be presented
by an employee of the MINESITE Company in a full conference session – exactly the same as a

formal paper. However, if no full paper is submitted, the abstract will be published in the conference
proceedings.
Following the interest at the last conference, a Poster Paper Session on equipment optimisation,
cost reductions, plant improvements, and novel operating practices has been proposed, subject to
th
sufficient interest. Abstracts for Poster Papers should be submitted by 16 October, 2017
By submitting an Abstract for consideration, the author(s) expressly agree to conform to the due dates
for submissions. Indicative dates are as follows, subject to confirmation by the Editor:

Full paper due (MS Word ® format):
Comments provided from reviewers:
Revised (final) paper due:
Conference presentation due (MS PowerPoint ®
format):

5th January 2018
21st February
2018
th
29 March 2018
30th July 2018

Copyright
By submitting an Abstract, the author(s) declare that they hold copyright of the referred work, and that if the paper
is accepted for publication, the authors hereby license that copyright to the Australian Coal Preparation Society
solely for reproduction in the conference proceedings. The author(s) retain all other rights to the work.
The authors certify, to the best of their knowledge and belief, that:
•

Publication of the work will not breach any previous copyright obligations, and that the work of others has
been appropriately acknowledged;

•

The information contained is accurate and correct;

•

The topics contained within the work are not, and are not likely to be, the subject of a dispute that may have
commercial or legal consequences; and

•

They will not publish the same paper in another publication or forum without the permission of the Society.

Presenter discount
Prospective authors and presenters are advised that the Society will grant the presenter of each paper a 50
percent discount on the Conference registration fees. The discount will be refunded following the conference.
For more information please go to www.acps.com.au "News" then "Conferences and Exhibitions".

